INSTALLATION INVENTORY OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES: Excerpted from the
DRAFT Installation Integrated Cultural Resources Management Plan
Inventory
There are 555 archaeological sites, and 153 of these sites are eligible for listing in the National Register
of Historic Places (NRHP). A complete listing of all archaeological sites is documented in the Fort McCoy
Archaeological Laboratory (FMAL) database. Please note that specific locational information is not
included IAW NHPA Section 304 (54 U.S.C. §100707). To date, 48,114 acres have been surveyed for
archaeological resources.

Fort McCoy Cantonment
As of 2018, 1,619.6 acres of the 2,881.4 acres (56.2 %) of Fort McCoy’s cantonment area were
archaeologically surveyed with an additional approximate 10 acres that were archaeologically monitored
during excavation activities. Included in these surveys were wooded areas and undeveloped blocks
nearest waterways, all of which presented the greatest likelihood of encountering intact soils and
therefore intact archaeological sites. Of the 40 sites identified within the cantonment, 29 were evaluated
for eligibility, and only three were found to be NRHP-eligible (47MO230, 47MO528, and 47MO553). The
remainder of the cantonment area lies in low probability areas for the presence of archaeological
materials, or has been noted as previously disturbed. Future undertakings within the cantonment in areas
that have not been surveyed will be monitored at the beginning phases of any excavation work and will
follow procedures outlined in SOP 7: Inadvertent Discovery of Archaeological Material, as well as SOP 8:
Planning Facilities Maintenance, Development, Alteration, and New Construction.

Notable Sites
Archaeological Sites in Training Area D-10W is a compilation of eight multi-component sites (47MO646,
47MO769, 47MO770, 47MO771, 47MO772, 47MO773, 47MO774 and 47MO513) located along the West
bank of the La Crosse River south of the Northern Impact Area. This region includes horizons and
archaeological materials that date from the Middle Archaic cultural period to the Present. All of these
sites are eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion D.
POW Camp A (47MO618) was established in 1943 and is eligible for listing in the National Register
under Criterion A as one of only two Japanese POW camps in the United States.
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Figure 1. Photos of POW Camp Architectural Remains, from Caldwell and Greek (1996)

Historic Properties – Buildings, Structures, Sites and Objects
There are three (3) historic buildings and two (2) pairs of historic structures at Fort McCoy considered to
be eligible for listing in the NRHP. These historically significant historic properties are representative of
the early history and development of what was then known as Camp Robinson; later renamed Camp
McCoy.
Building 6017, the Ordnance Magazine. This building was constructed in 1909 as a storehouse for an
adjoining small-arms range in an area of the base now known as South Post. It is the only building at Fort
McCoy remaining on its original site from the pre-World-War-I period.

Figure 2. Building 6017, Ordnance Magazine; looking east-southeast.

Building 2000, a service club. This building was constructed in 1942 on the southwest corner of the
Triad from the 800 series of standard plans provided by the War Department. The exterior has its
character-defining features of overall mass, scalloped asbestos siding, red asphalt shingles, but none of
the other elements. The interior has its original plan with the exception of the western portion where
the café had been thoroughly renovated at least two times. The ballroom, library, and billiard room
have most of their character-defining features such as wood columns and the fireplaces. Although its
category code was changed to a multiuse facility in 1999, Building 2000 was previously determined
eligible for listing in the NRHP. It maintains this determination at the national level due to its significance
under Criteria A for its association with World War II temporary building construction (1939 – 1946) and
under Criterion C for its design, construction, and technological innovation, and integrity.

Figure 3. Building 2000 in 1952 (NARA College Park RG111SC); looking northwest.

Building 550, a Fire Station. This building was constructed in 1942 on the east side of the Triad from the
800 series of standard plans provided by the War Department. The exterior has its character-defining
features of overall mass, scalloped asbestos siding, red asphalt shingles, wood windows with multipaned sashes and wood exterior screens, wood window trim, wood doors with multi-paned lights and
wood interior screens (although the original fire truck bay doors are not extant), wood skirting. The
interior has its original plan with its character-defining features of wood floor in the former squad room,
concrete floor in the former fire truck bays, kitchen, and latrine, fiberboard walls, fiberboard ceiling, and

ceiling vents. Although its category code was changed to a classroom in 1999, Building 550 has been
determined eligible for listing in the NRHP at the national level due to its significance under Criteria A for
its association with World War II temporary building construction (1939 – 1946) and under Criterion C
for its design, construction, and technological innovation, and integrity.

Figure 4. Building 550 in 2018; looking south.

•

Stone Gates (STH 21 and STH 16). During the depression era years between World Wars I and II,
Fort McCoy employed men from the Works Progress Administration (WPA) for on-base projects.
Their work between 1935 and 1941 made significant contributions to the national defense efforts
within Wisconsin, and provided economic support for the communities of Monroe County. The
stone gates were completed in 1940 and mark the historic main entrances into South Post from
State Highway 21.

Figure 5. Stone Gates at South Post; looking south.
Historic Properties – Cultural Landscapes
The Triad portion of Fort McCoy was researched in the 1990s and was found to represent the best urban
design from the pre-World War II period. However, since its construction, the Triad and its circulation
system have been significantly altered. The Triad is in the process of being assessed for integrity and
evaluated as a cultural landscape historic property type as defined by the National Register. There are no
formally designated historic landscapes on Fort McCoy.

Figure 6. Aerial Photograph of the Triad, from east-northeast (HABS No. WI-308 [1988]).

Historic Properties – Sacred Sites; Properties of Traditional, Religious and Cultural Significance;
Cemeteries; and Burial Sites
The Ho-Chunk Nation has identified two sacred sites and one property of traditional, religious, and cultural
significance on Fort McCoy. A Memorandum of Understanding between the Ho-Chunk Nation and Fort
McCoy Regarding Tribal Consultation, signed in 2015, articulates each party’s role in preserving the
character of these historic properties with traditional religious and cultural importance to the Ho-Chunk.
These places Identified by the Ho-Chunk Nation, are located within the boundaries of Fort McCoy. They
are included as part of the culturally restricted area designation and there are no-dig/foot traffic only
training restrictions. Information concerning the nature and specific location of sacred sites is protected
under Federal law IAW 54 U.S.C. §100707.
The property of traditional, religious, and cultural significance is an area having low mounds, which were
first reported as Native American mounds by Stephen Peet in 1883.This area has a separate management
plan that was developed in consultation with the Hu-Chunk Nation in an effort to guide current and future
activities in this and adjacent areas IAW 25 U.S.C. 3001 et seq., 42 U.S.C. 1996, 54 U.S.C. 300101 et seq.,
36 CFR §800, 43 CFR §7, 43 CFR §10, Executive Order 13007, and WS 157.70.
Cemeteries: There are two historic-era cemeteries located within, and in the vicinity of, Fort McCoy. These
cemeteries are protected from all damage and disturbance IAW Wisconsin burial sites law (Wisconsin
Statute §157.70, passed in 1987 and amended in 2018 under Wisconsin Act 222) and the Native American
Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA).
Shepherds Mill Cemetery (47MO90) (also known as Wilsonville Cemetery): This is a listed but
uncatalogued burial site in the Wisconsin Burial Sites Catalog under Nos. 47MO713 and BMO90. In
1877, this area was known as Shepherds Mill and the cemetery is therefore associated with that
historic community, which is now wholly encompassed by the North Impact Area (NIA). Even though
training restrictions protect the cemetery from intentional targeting and damage, relocating the grave
sites is still the most prudent course of action IAW Wis. Stats. 157.70, which will likewise result in
reduced training restrictions.
LaFayette Cemetery (often mistakenly referred to as Camp McCoy Cemetery): Owned and managed
by LaFayette Township, Monroe County, Wisconsin. This cemetery is considered a listed but
uncatalogued burial on the Wisconsin Burial Sites Catalog under No. BMO1. While this cemetery is
located outside, but immediately adjacent to Fort McCoy, the DPW Grounds Maintenance crews
periodically mow the cemetery as funding and mission priorities allow. In the interest of maintaining
community relations, a formal partnership with Lafayette Township is recommended to establish
policies and protocols regarding the long-term care and maintenance of LaFayette Cemetery IAW Wis.
Stats. 157.70.
Gravesites/Burials: There are three historic-era individual gravesites located within Fort McCoy. These
burials are also protected from all damage and disturbance IAW Wisconsin burial sites law (Wisconsin
Statute §157.70, passed in 1987 and amended in 2018 under Wisconsin Act 222) and the Native American
Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA).

Jones Burial: The Jones Burial is an infant burial discovered in 1997 during routine historical research,
which was then field verified.
Schnitzler Burial: The Schnitzler Burial is an unmarked infant burial of an infant girl discovered during
standard site investigations in 1995 on the Owen’s Farmstead. The burial was reported to Fort McCoy
staff by Don Schnitzler, brother of the deceased. The burial dates to the 13 March 1934. Fort McCoy
has scans of sketches, photographs, and transcripts of oral interviews related to the burial location.
Snider Burials: The Snider Burials are unmarked burials of three infants at their family farmstead. The
burials were reported to Fort McCoy staff by Phyllis Snider, grand-niece of the deceased. Mrs. Snider
reported that her grandparents had twin boys that did not survive long after child birth, and another
child that did not survive, and that all three children were buried close to the house. Fort McCoy has
transcripts of oral interviews related to the burial location, which was then field verified.

